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1. Main technical parameters 
    1.1 Capacity:     15/30Kg 
    1.2 Accuracy:     Class III 
    1.3 Sampling Speed:   40 times/second 
    1.4 Key Pad:     24 keys  
    1.5 Display:      LCD with backlight 
    1.6 Tare:      100%F.S 
    1.7 Overloading alarm:   100%F.S + 9d 
    1.8 S.S pan dimension:   345mm×235mm 
    1.9 Power:      AC 110V or 220v (-15% - +10%) 50Hz 
                   DC 6V4AH battery 
    1.11 Working temperature:  0℃ - +40℃,Humidity: 10% - 80%RH  
 
2. Main Function 
  Zero track | Tare | Unit price memories (M1-M3) | Change | Accumulation 
 
3. Operation and application  

3.1 It should be placed on a flat and stable table, keep water bubble on center 
 
3.2 Connecting the power and power on, it will start self-checking. 
 

Note1: If it display FULL  HHHHH  HHHHH and the buzzer sounds “di,di,di”, it means that it’s higher of zero range 
(check whether anything on the s.s pan). 
Note2: If it display FULL  LLLLL  LLLL and the buzzer sounds “di di di”, it means that it’s lower than zero range (check 
whether the s.s pan not put on). 

 
3.3 Operations 
3.3.1 Unit Price Input 
3.3.1.1 Input of unit price: Press the number keys and decimal point key to input the unit price. Press the [CLR] key 

to clear the unit price and input the new price again. Example: press [1][.][5][0] to input the unit of 1.50 
3.3.1.2 Store Unit Price: Press [SAVE] and input the unit price and press [M1]/[M2] or [M3] to store the unit price 

in the right direct memory keys,   
Change Memories: Press [CLR] and press [SAVE] again to input the new unit price and press [M1] [M2] or [M3] 

again to store the new unit price. 
3.3.2 Zero Setting and Tare 
3.3.2.1 Zero: When there is nothing on the s.s pan but the scale doesn’t 
display zero, press [ZERO] key to zero the scale 
3.3.2.1 Tare: Put the container on the s.s pan, and press [TARE] key to tare the scale and get the net weight of the 

commodities. 
3.3.3 Amount Accumulated Clearance 
3.3.3.1 Amount Accumulating Operation:  
Put the first commodity, input the unit price and get the total price, after the weight stable (STB arrow appears), 

press [ADD] to accumulate it firstly ([Add 1] will display), remove the first commodity and put the second commodity, 
input the unit price (if the price doesn’t need to be changed, press [ADD] again to back to original price) and get the 
total price of it also, press [ADD] again to accumulate the total price to the first total price, the accumulated amount 
display on the total price window, and so on...Max. 99 times 

3.3.3.2 Clearance of accumulation: When the accumulating time displays [Add xx] and the total value on the total 
price window, press [CLR] to clear the accumulated vale and it displays [tot 0]. 
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4. Alarm and Errors information 
4.1 Overweight: “FULL” displays and sounds “di di di” 
4.2 Overflow: The total amount is more than “9999.99” and “ FU “ displays. 
4.3 Overflow for Accumulation: The times added is more than 99 times and “FU” displays in unit price window. 
4.4 When the voltage of battery is not sufficient and the lamp for lower voltage is lit. The scale can be used for a 
little while more, but the battery must be recharged immediately. 
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